WHO
This training is for teachers,
and all who work in education
in the widest sense.
You do not need any previous
experience of Agile or Scrum.
The training is led by Willy
Wijnands, the creator of
eduScrum, in collaboration
with Cambridge Leadership
College, and Cambridge
International School where
eduScrum is used in the KS3
curriculum.
WHEN

EDUSCRUM TRAINING

Fri 12th – Sat 13th January 2018
09:00 – 17:00

enabling students and teachers to work together in an energetic, effective and efficient way

WHERE

With 1800 students aged 11-18, Ashram College looks like most other
Dutch secondary schools. The exceptional part comes in the classes of
Willy Wijnands. The desks are not set up in rows, they face each other.
The students learn together in teams: eduScrum Teams.

Cambridge Leadership College,
1 Brookland Avenue,
Cambridge
CB2 8BB

‘Scrum’ derives from the ‘Agile’ framework originally created for software
development projects. It quickly turned out that it suited the broader
world of work. Scrum sees to it that people work together in a
collaborative, productive and enjoyable way. eduScrum is Scrum tailored to
the needs and objectives of education. Designed by Willy, it brings
principles and energy of Scrum into the classroom.
The most exciting thing about eduScrum is that students take ownership of
their own learning. Working with the content of any curriculum, they
manage their own projects, their time involved and their learning process.
eduScrum helps students to grow as a team as well as individuals, while at
the same time create an enjoyable and stimulating atmosphere in the
classroom. The teacher plays a vital and dynamic role in facilitating
everything that happens.
At the end of the training participants will take away a certificate, a
thorough understanding of the eduScrum framework and the tools to start
their own eduScrum lessons.

COSTS
£ 425 (incl. tea and coffee)

For more on eduScrum see
scrum.nl/en/home
To book please email
eduscrumuk@gmail.com

